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ABSTRACT

In some visual communication applications it is not possible
or even desired to aim at a photorealistic representation of
the remote person. One possibility is to aim at stylized
visual representations of remote persons, e.g., as avatars
shown on a display device or as shadows in lighting. In
this paper we introduce a system for persistent and ambient
visual communication based on capture, transmission, and
rendering of 3D shadow representations of users. The shape
of a person is captured using a distributed camera array,
compressed, and transmitted over the network. In the re-
ceiving end the shape is projected as a shadow on a surface
using a lighting device. We demonstrate that the 3D repre-
sentation of the shape makes it possible to control the 2D
visualization at the receiving end in many interesting ways.
For example, when controlled by tracking of the observing
user the shadow may create a visual illusion of a 3D shape
on the wall.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In video conference applications it is usually desired to

transmit a high-quality video image to imitate face-to-face
communication. Some of the most important factors for the
face-to-face experience are the preservation of facial expres-
sions and eye contact. In a home video telephony system
installed in a PC or a TV these can be typically only pre-
served when the user is seated close to and facing the termi-
nal device. The terminal-centricity of video communication
limits the user from doing other things while having the call
and causes fatigue in long communication sessions. Conse-
quently, video calls are often short in duration. Due to the
flat-rate pricing model of home broadband communication
it has become economically feasible to have visual home-
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to-home connections always open, enabling applications to
support persistent presence.

The requirement for the face-to-face quality can be re-
laxed, if the goal is to build a visual communication device
supporting primarily the social connectedness and awareness
of the other side. Understanding the activities and status of
others is achieved through social connections and communi-
cations. The idea of the system introduced in this paper is to
convey the awareness not by direct interaction or sharing the
same physical space, but by mediating it through an open-
ended, or persistent visual communication channel. Such
communication systems have been earlier studied in the col-
laborative working environments and it has been found that
they increase the awareness and support other forms of com-
munication [1]. Users of Instant Messengers are already fa-
miliar with indicating their presence and keeping the link
on for longer periods of time. Persistence and constantly
low bit-rate of data when compared to videoconferencing,
are the main characteristics of the system discussed in this
paper.

If the goal is not to reproduce the physically accurate vi-
sual representation of a remote person there are plenty of
alternatives. The remote person can be represented in styl-
ized form as an avatar which may take any shape. It is also
possible to map the visual representation to some abstract or
symbolic representations such as geometric patterns, move-
ments, colors, or even sounds. Which kind of visual informa-
tion is transmitted from their home to the other side could
be controlled by the users themselves. Based on users pref-
erences to different people at different times the user could
have several options for communicating, options on devices
(projector, screen) and presentations (shadow, avatar) to be
used.

In this paper we mainly focus on using a silhouette repre-
sentation which is projected on a surface such that it looks
like a shadow of a person placed between the light source and
the surface. Shadow or silhouette representations of remote
people have been proposed earlier in [8][11]. The shadow
representation preserves many of the subtle non-verbal sig-
nals about our mood, attitudes, and feelings. Therefore,
people living far apart from each other might still like to
maintain the feeling of living close to each other, like neigh-
bours who see each other daily through the windows of their
homes. See [3] for an approach to bring distant homes to-
gether by merging the two spaces through a spatial system.
The benefits of shadow representation are low bit-rate, low
rendering complexity and preservation of privacy while still
conveying presence.
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2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system combines multi-video processing and

free-viewpoint visualization to achieve peripheral awareness
and persistent connectedness to a close one who will be por-
trayed as a shadow-like character. As the users 3D shape
is captured, walking around the 3D shape is made possi-
ble thus enhancing the effect of the other one being here,
at ones home. The silhouettes of the person are extracted
in one location with multiple cameras observing the loca-
tion from different viewpoints, the silhouettes are combined
into 3D silhouette, the 3D silhouette or derivation of it is
coded to a more compact form, transmitted over the net-
work and rendered in another location interactively based
on the observing users position. The flow of data in one
home is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Data processing and flow in one end of the system.

2.1 Multi-view user capture
Human motion capture is to understand human behaviour

through detecting, tracking and recognizing users actions.
Capture can be performed with only a single view [7], with
a pair of cameras [9] or by multiple cameras to achieve even
higher robustness. Capture systems are either based on spe-
cial markers or special suits to mark important spots on the
user or they are based solely on the video content. Multi-
view, video-based user capture was chosen for reasons in-
herent to the system designed for the home environment.
User capture has to be done unobtrusively to offer ease on
long-term use of the daily communication application. In
addition to improved robustness a larger area can be cov-
ered with multi-view thus giving the user more freedom to
move. Silhoutte will also be cleaner as noise outside the
actual silhouette is eliminated by forcing correspondences
between the multiple views.

The proposed system is designed to detect where the user
moves and how fast. The multi-camera system gives video
feeds from different viewpoints of the same scene. These
feeds are processed locally to a much simpler form by seg-
menting the user from the background. This process of bi-
nary segmentation is hereafter called silhouette extraction.
The approach used in our system is based on the following
assumptions. The scene is situated indoor and is decently il-
luminated by ordinary lighting. The cameras are fixed, they
do not support zooming, panning or tilting therefore keeping
the scene stationary. Only the user will generate movement

in the scene. The silhouette extraction is based on using
adaptive statistical pixel model to describe the recent his-
tory of color at each observed pixel by normal distributions
of luminance and green and blue chrominance components
[4]. The binary silhouette image is the result of subtracting
the model from the video image and thresholding this differ-
ence image w.r.t. a predefined threshold. Silhouettes from
multiple views are combined into one 3D shape approxima-
tion. 3D user capture is performed by extracting certain
properties from the shape and these are used in the pro-
posed system for user-movement driven visualization. For
real-time performance simple yet intelligent algorithms were
needed.

2.2 3D shape reconstruction
There are many approaches for reconstructing 3D shape

differing in what image features they use, how the shape is
represented and how much detail is preserved of the original
object. Shape-from-Silhouette (SFS) [2] technique was used
in this paper. SFS is a method for estimating the 3D non-
textured shape of an object by using the silhouette images
taken from this object from multiple viewpoints. SFS is
based on the fact that the separated foreground in form of a
silhouette together with the camera viewing parameters can
be projected back to the 3D space as a cone that contains
the actual foreground object. As every viewpoint forms its
own silhouette cone, the intersection of these cones forms
the bounding geometry of the actual 3D object. The result
is called Visual Hull (VH) [6]. VH is an approximation of
the true 3D shape and it depends on the number of views,
positions of these views and complexity of the object, see
Figure 2.

A straight forward way of implementing SFS is to define
a volume-of-interest (VOI), observed by the cameras, within
the environment. The VOI is divided into a grid of 3D vox-
els. Each voxels occupancy is independently tested against
the silhouette images from available viewpoints. Occupancy
testing is performed by projecting the voxel onto image plane
and checking if the voxel projections lie inside the silhouette,
see Figure 3. This testing is done for all views. For speed-
ing up the on-line processing the voxel prejections per view
were stored in a lookup-table structure for fast access en-
abling real-time volumetric reconstruction.

2.3 Interactive visualization
In two-way communication the reconstruction of the shape

of the local person can also be used to control the visual-
ization of the remote person. In the proposed system the
capture of user position and level of activity is performed by
analysis of the Visual Hull.

By having the 3D shape, the view can freely rotate around
the remote user and go closer or further away. The idea is
to give the observing user the power to define the angle and
proximity by his natural movements. For example, if local
user moves to the right, he will be shown more of the right
profile of the remote user. If the observing user moves fur-
ther away from the screen used for visualization, his distance
to the shadow is significantly increased, see Figure 4.

This way by tracking the user’s position and showing the
corresponding view, the 2D silhouette looks as a 3D object
with strong perspective effect. This 3D effect is expected
to make the shadow more life-like and further enhance the
feeling of the remote user being in the same space with the
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Figure 2: Formation of Visual Hull with four viewpoints:
Object forms silhouette image Si

k on camera k at time in-
stant i.

Figure 3: Volume of interest enclosed by a cube formed by
regular grid of voxels, whose eight vertices are projected to
the image plane. The projections are represented by two
uniform points p1 and p2 used to test voxels occupancy.

local user. In addition, based on the amount of activity of
the remote user the users shadow is shown in different colors,
to serve as a status indicator for peripheral awareness.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Hardware architecture
The proposed system consists of two identical ends, of

which one is here used to describe both ends. In the exper-
imental setup built the four cameras situate not exactly at
opposite corners to avoid redundant views. As the proposed
system is for the home, the cameras used were ordinary mid-
price webcameras. All cameras are at same height and their
views have no occlusions w.r.t. VOI, see Figure 5. There
are four cameras. Based on studies performed on the effect
of available silhouette views, by adding a fourth camera a 25
to 140 percent improvement in number of outlier voxels can
be expected, and SFS method increases robustness against
uncorrelated silhouette noise when increasing the number of
views.

Figure 4: The remote user is shown to the observing user
on the right from different angles and proximities based on
observing users position. The three user positions and shown
viewpoints are illustrated with the same color. The roles of
observed and observing are interchangeable.

Figure 5: The experimental setup: system architecture and
data communications.

The basic blocks of the system are Logitech Fusion USB
web-cameras working at 20 fps with YUV 444 format in
320×240 resolution with 73 degrees of horizontal viewing an-
gle, ordinary computers (PCs) with 3 GHz Intel IV proces-
sor and Windows XP handling data prosessing/transceiving
and the network for inter-PC communication. The two PCs
run in real-time two simultaneous applications using the
connected cameras in generating silhouette image then sent
over the network to the master PC equipped with dedicated
graphics card for OpenGL rendering of volumetric recon-
struction based on the analysis results on the shape of the
observing user. The visualization was performed with a pro-
jector in this system, in other scenarios also televisions or
screens could be used.

3.2 Data communications and processing
Each silhouette image is sent over the network in one data-

packet. Each of the silhouette packets is time-stamped be-
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fore sending. The average delay between capture of the scene
and the volumetric reconstruction visualized locally was be-
tween 0.5 to 1.0 second. This is due to the 0.5 second delay
of frame buffering and the rest dealing with camera driver
and data transmission and coding. Average bandwidth re-
quired for a silhouette stream was 11.3 kbytes/s, see Table 1
for bitrates in the 4-camera setup. Such a small local net-
work load is achieved by compressing the binary silhouette
data by algorithm called Bzip2. The required data-rate is
within the limits for, e.g., Zigbee wireless communication
which might have a considerable stature in future home net-
working. Transmission bitrate of compressed shape, sent
between homes, is expected to vary between 7 to 20 kB/s
depending on the human shape and its noisiness.

Table 1: Used bytes and corresponding bitrate for a 30 sec-
onds long video sequence with varying amounts of silhouette
content.

Camera ID Kilobytes per 30 seconds Bitrate kB/s
CAM1 412 13.7
CAM2 316 10.5
CAM3 372 12.4
CAM4 256 8.5
CAMavg−all 339 11.3

3.3 Prerequisite: Calibration

Figure 6: Highlighted calibration object observed from four
different viewpoints with the calibration image undistorted
for radial distortion.

The aim of our system in using multiple cameras for cap-
turing a scene is to build the three dimensional volumetric
reconstruction of the user. To be able to do the reconstruc-
tion with the desired metric accuracy the cameras need to be
calibrated. Cameras capture the light, emitted by the 3D
environment they are focused on, with their image sensor
forming the image plane. Through camera calibration one
is able to determine which ray in 3D space is associated with
which pixel on the 2D image. There are several methods for
multi-camera calibration which use different calibration ob-
jects, treat the cameras individually or together [10] and are
fully-automatic or require manual work.

The classical calibration approach with intrinsic calibra-
tion by GML toolbox for radial distortion was used together
with the pinhole camera model. The pinhole model is the
simplest approximation of camera geometry used in com-
puter vision. The calibration was performed by capturing
the projections of known 3D scene points, points whose x,y
and z world-coordinates were fixed with a calibration ob-
ject, on the image plane, see Figure 6, and by using these
3D-to-2D point correspondencies through DTL-method [5]
to calculate the projection matrices defining the mapping
from 3D scene to 2D image for each camera independently.

Figure 7: Definition of VOI within environment and based
on the fixed world coordinate system (x,y,z) the tracking of
user position within the VOI.

3.4 Interactive visualization
In the proposed system the user has the option to move

around the shadow of the remote person maximum of 120
degrees to each side, see Figure 9, have a frogs view from be-
low, by crouching, or birds view from above, by raising arms,
and go right in front or significantly away from the shadow,
see Figure 10. The users position is tracked through shape
analysis by calculating the centroid of the voxels forming the
VH and using this centroid as the center of mass of the user.
Based on the centroid the 3D shape can be kept stationary,
thus keeping the shadow on the same spot even as the ob-
served user walks around in the VOI. Based on users natural
movement the corresponding view is shown. See Figure 7
for an example how the viewer position is determined and
Equations 1, 2 and 3 for how these values determine the
viewpoints horizontal and vertical rotation γhor and γvert

and proximity zoom.

γhor(dx) =
dx

Dimx

× HRA (1)

zoom(dy) =
dy

Dimy

× DoC (2)

γvert(dz) = (dz − CoM) × s (3)

where HRA is the maximal horizontal rotation angle (120
degrees), DoC is the maximal displacement of camera closer
to or further away from the center of VOI (200 cm), CoM is
the pre-defined hight of center of mass in ordinary standing
posture, (60cm), Dim is the VOI dimension in centimeters
from the center of the VOI to the border of the VOI either
in x (200 cm) or y (200 c,) direction and s is the scaling
factor (3) for z-wise movement. The values given for the
variables here are the ones used in this proposed system.
These variables are used in determining the displacement of
the virtual camera from its reference position and orienta-
tion, which is initially defined at the end of negative y-axis,
just outside the VOI with orientation towards the center of
VOI. For creating the most life-like effect the shadows should
be projected to a surface. This approach is expected to cre-
ate a smoother and more life-size visualization than would
be achievable without using projection techniques.
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Figure 8: Geometric compensation for projector and ob-
server positions.

3.5 Geometric corrections
For projection to retain its real world feeling by not be-

ing deformed by geometric distortions, the projection should
also take into account at least the most basic geometric chal-
lenges, the horizontal and vertical tilting of the projection
surface w.r.t. the projecting device as well to the user, see
Figure 8 for illustration of the problem. If the projection
surface has a tilting angle α away from the perpendicular
orientation against the projector, the relation between orig-
inal projection width pwidthorig and actual projection width
pwidthwall is:

pwidthorig

pwidthwall

= cos α (4)

Thus for the projection on the wall to have the width of the
original, the projection width pwidthproj has to be corrected
for angular tilt α before projecting on wall as follows:

pwidthproj = pwidthorig × cos α (5)

The same correction for redefining the width dimension of
the projected shadow can also be performed for the vertical
hight w.r.t. vertical tilt of the surface.

For compensating also for the effect of users position the
similar correction in horizontal direction is required. Other-
wise as the local user moves more to one side to see more of
the side profile the projection he sees has shrunk in horizon-
tal direction. To compensate for this the projection width
on the wall has to be increased accordingly.

pwidthseen = cos β × pwidthwall (6)

In order to eliminate the cosine term and thus retain the
same width for the observing user the pwidthwall has to be
streched as follows:

pwidthwallnew
=

pwidthwall

cos β
(7)

When combined both the shrinking for the angular pro-
jection α and expanding for the angular observing β the
projection process has to be corrected in horizontal direc-

tion as follows:

pwidthproj = pwidthorig ×

cos α

cos β
(8)

4. CONCLUSIONS
The aim was to create a virtual shadow presentation of

the users to elicit social connectedness and awareness be-
tween the two homes. By using shadow presentation users
privacy is more secured and system requirements for data
processing and communications can be kept in managable
level. The use of multiple cameras makes it possible to have
3D shadows thus increasing the effect of sharing the same
space as visualization can be made to match the users nat-
ural movements around the room. This is expected to offer
more immersive experience of the other being-here, as the
user can freely move around the remote persons shadow like
the remote person would actually inhabit the same space. To
not break the illusion of being-here the geometric distortions
introduced by projectors and observers non-perpendicularity
against the projection surface are taken into account in the
projection process to maintain the right perceptual width of
the 3D shadow.

For the real-time system a compromise between more ad-
vanced algorithms and performance speed had to be made.
As the representation of the user was selected to be a shadow,
basic background subtraction based silhouette extraction
and as extension of the silhouette concept the Shape-from-
Silhouette method were chosen for the task. One benefit
of the SFS method is a cleaner shadow as it is generated
from the 3D shape. Interaction with the visualization was
based on giving the observers movements the ability to con-
trol what is shown with what size and from which angle.
Movements were tracked by simple and fast calculation of
the center of mass of the users shape.

On future work a more sparse camera setup around the
home is used, still providing continuous, smooth represen-
tation of the user. The use of avatars, body motion based
gaming and more advanced interfaces based on more accu-
rate motion capture are possible future extensions of the
system proposed.
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